### Title of programme

MSc Water Science, Policy and Management

### Brief note about nature of change:

Minor changes to the rubric for three core courses to better reflect the scope of what is currently taught on the programme.

### Effective date

For students starting from MT 2014  
For first examination from 2014-15

### Location of change

*In Examination Regulations 2013*

### Detail of change

1. P792, l.29 **after** “scale,” **insert** “of the relationship of water to health and disease,”.
2. P.792, l.34 **after** “decision-making” **insert** “along with the economic approaches, modelling tools and analysis techniques that can be used to support policy”.
3. P.792, l.36 **delete** “the principles of integrated water resource management and policy, along with the economic approaches, modelling tools and analysis techniques that can be used to support water management and policy.” **and insert** “relevant debates and issues concerning water management.”

### Explanatory Notes

Changes to the rubric for the three core courses to better reflect the scope of what is currently taught on the programme.